BULK BUY SCRUBS
Edwards Poplin Scrubs Top #3005
65% Polyester/35% Cotton, 4.0/4.25 oz. wt.
-V-Neck, left chest pocket, side vents at hem
-Moisture wicking, wrinkle resistant
-Industrial laundry friendly
-Industrial Launder coding available
-Standard Unisex Sizes: S - 3XL (additional sizes available)
-Delivery arrives 6 weeks from purchase order
As Low As: $29.60(P)*/set (top + bottom)

Navy

French Blue

*Sold in dozen packs, carton quantities only
Sold in sets (tops + bottoms)
Inquire about purchasing tops separately

Edwards Poplin Drawstring Scrubs Bottom #2005
65% Polyester/35% Cotton, 4.0/4.25 oz. wt.
-Straight leg and traditional rise
-Flat front with drawstring for easy adjustment
-One back right pocket
-Moisture wicking, wrinkle resistant
-Industrial laundry friendly
-Industrial launder coding available
-Standard Unisex Sizes: S - 3XL (additional sizes available)
As Low As: $29.60(P)*/set (top + bottom)

Navy

French Blue

*Sold in dozen packs, carton quantities only
Sold in sets (tops + bottoms)
Inquire about purchasing bottoms separately

Contact your local Edwards Territory Manager for more information!

BULK BUY SCRUBS
Size Scale

Pricing
Quantity
1,500 sets

$31.00(P)/set

5,000 sets

$30.40(P)/set

10,000 sets

$30.00(P)/set

20,000 sets

$29.60(P)/set

For 3XL-4XL, add $4.00/set
For 5XL-6XL, add $8.00/set

*Sold in dozen packs, carton quantities only (48 units per box sizes S-XL; 36 units per box sizes 2XL-3XL) | Final quantities
may vary by +/-5% | Tops and Bottoms sold together, packed separately | upcharges apply to sizes 3XL & up |
DDP Miami | Must have firm PO | Order cannot be canceled or returned

Orders are cleared into Miami, Florida. Buyer will pay freight from Miami to end destination. Delivery will arrive to
Miami 6 weeks after PO is received.
This product is sold as a custom-made item, it will only be manufactured once we receive a confirmed PO from
the buyer, no cancellations or returns are allowed after that.
Final quantities may vary by +/-5%.
We will make every effort possible to fulfill orders in the agreed upon time and quantity detailed in your order
confirmation. At the same time, given the special circumstances affecting global supply chains during the
Covid-19 pandemic, product stated in our order confirmation is not a contractual obligation.
We are transparent with buyers that our ability to fulfill the order on time can be affected by temporary
restrictions/slowdowns to manufacturing and logistics operations in the countries where materials and product
are made and in the US.
We will keep buyers informed of the progress of their orders and any delays beyond our control. Because of
this special circumstances the deadline to deliver product stated in our order confirmation is not a contractual
obligation.

Contact your local Edwards Territory Manager for more information!

